Representations of numerical sequences and the concept of middle in preschoolers.
The present study concerns preschoolers' understanding of the middle concept as it applies to numerical sequences. Previous research using implicit psychophysical assessment suggests that the numerical midpoint is embedded within numerical representations by 4 years of age. Here, we examined 3- to 5-year-olds' ability to identify the midpoint value in triplets of non-symbolic numbers when explicitly probed to do so. We found that whereas 4- and 5-year-olds were capable of explicit access to numerical midpoint values and showed ratio-dependent performance, a signature of the approximate number system (ANS), 3-year-olds performed at chance. Children's difficulty in identifying numerical midpoint values was not due to comparing multiple arrays, nor was it entirely due to a spatial association with the word "middle" used in the task. We speculate that explicit access to numerical midpoint values may be jointly supported by endogenous control of attentional mechanisms and the development of a mental number line.